Empirical Legal Studies

First Aid Kit
for doctrinal legal scholars

I'm a doctrinal legal scholar with an interest in ELS, but suffering from an anxiety of starting my own ELS-project.

I'm a doctrinal legal scholar with an allergy to ELS. The abbreviation alone causes red marks and itching.

I'm a doctrinal legal scholar with ELS-phobia: I am anxious that we will be overrun by the ELS-movement, funding opportunities for theoretical research will dry up and our normative output will devalue.

Advice

Allergies may be treated through exposure therapy. Try gradually increasing exposure to ELS within the legal areas you are familiar with. You might find that your symptoms diminish and could even discover new beneficial side effects.

Don’t start on your own, but find legal and non-legal scholars to collaborate!

Prescription

Follow ELS-lab! We can help you get in touch with like-minded legal scholars and researchers from other disciplines in need of your legal scientific expertise (and help you gain or improve your own empirical skills if desired).

Prescription

Follow ELS-lab, be selective and read only the posts that cause minor reactions after which you can increase exposure.

Prescription

Follow ELS-lab and see that our goal is not mass extinction nor world domination or conversion. We believe in harmonious coexistence and equal importance of all methods. Our aim is synergy and more valuable research output for all.

www.linkedin.com/company/empirical-legal-studies-leiden